
UK spy agencies’ new £1Bn deal with Amazon to
host top-secret material

On 25th October, it was revealed that the UK’s three spy agencies have
contracted AWS, Amazon’s cloud computing arm, to host classified
material in a deal aimed at boosting the use of data analytics and
artificial intelligence for espionage.

The high-security cloud system will be used by GCHQ and its sister
services, MI5 and MI6, as well as government departments, such as
the Ministry of Defence, during joint operations. Jeremy Fleming,
Director of GCHQ, has previously said that making use of AI will be ‘at
the heart’ of his agency’s transformation to keep the country safe as
spying moves into a digital age.

The contract is estimated to be worth £500M to £1Bn over a decade.

It is understood that all the agencies’ data is to be held in Britain.
Amazon will not have access to information held on the cloud platform.
The new cloud service will enable spies to share data more easily from
field locations overseas and power specialist applications, such as
speech recognition, which can ‘spot’ and translate particular voices
from hours’ worth of intercept recordings.

Concurrently, UK parliament’s intelligence and security committee has
announced it was embarking on an inquiry into cloud technologies. The

committee has declined to comment on the remit of its investigation or what has prompted the probe.

Gus Hosein, executive director of Privacy International and an expert in technology and human
rights, called the new deal ‘yet another worrying public-private partnership, agreed in secret.’ Others
have raised concerns over sovereignty.

GCHQ initially wanted to find a UK cloud provider, but it became clear in recent years that domestic
companies would be unable to offer either the scale or capabilities needed. This year, the French
government backed the creation of a new ‘sovereign cloud’, which will be used by the country’s
public sector to handle sensitive data, using government-approved security methods. Dubbed Bleu,
it is expected to join the Gaia-X project, which aims to foster a European cloud industry capable of
competing with US companies, such as Google and AWS.

The CIA signed its first $600M cloud contract with AWS in 2013, on behalf of all the US intelligence
agencies. This cloud provision was upgraded last year under a new deal with a consortium
comprising AWS, Microsoft, Google, Oracle and IBM.
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Russian hackers still targeting tech despite Biden sanctions
The hackers behind the SolarWinds cyberattack are engaged in a fresh campaign to compromise global
networks by targeting the tech supply chain, including resellers and providers of cloud technology,
according to Microsoft Corp’s blog.

Microsoft attributed the coordinated attack to Nobelium, the same state-sponsored Russian hackers who
used sophisticated intrusion techniques in 2020 to infect customers of Texas-based software company
SolarWinds Corp. with malware. More than 140 technology service providers and resellers have been
notified as recent targets of the hackers and 14 of them are believed to have been compromised.

The new attacks were unsophisticated operations attempted daily by Russia and other foreign governments.
The attackers weren’t attempting to exploit any flaws or vulnerabilities in software but instead using ‘well-
known’ techniques to steal credentials.

Cambridge University pauses £400M UAE deal over spyware claim
The University of Cambridge has paused a proposed £400M partnership with the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) due to the alleged use of Pegasus spyware by the ruler of Dubai, its vice-chancellor said. The
partnership would have been the single largest donation to the university in its history.

UK plans to invest £5Bn in retaliatory cyber-attacks
The UK government has announced that its cyber-attack agency, the National Cyber Force, will be based in
Lancashire. The organisation aims to counter threats from criminals, terrorists and hostile states. Operating
since April 2020, it includes officials from MI6, cyber-spy agency GCHQ and the military under a unified
command for the first time. the NCF will receive more than £5Bn of investment before 2030.

The aim is that when British armed forces go into combat, cyber operations will work closely with the
traditional military, with potential scenarios including operators hacking into enemy air defences.

Ransomware and Covid-related cybercrime ‘biggest threats to UK security’
Ransomware attacks present ‘the most immediate danger’ to the UK, the head of the National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) has said, with cyber attacks linked to the Covid-19 pandemic also likely to be
prevalent for many years to come. The NCSC expects ‘ransomware will continue to be an attractive route
for criminals as long as organisations remain vulnerable and continue to pay.’ It also warned that criminals
and state-backed groups will continue to use the pandemic as a vehicle for cyber attack – whether it be to
target information around vacancies or by stoking fears to carry out scams.

Industrial cybersecurity start-up Drago raises $200M. New valuation at $1.7Bn
Founded in 2016, Drago detects and responds to threats facing industrial control systems (ICS), devices
key to the continued operations of power plants, water systems and other critical infrastructure. It raised
$200M in Series D, led by Koch Disruptive Technologies and BlackRock.

The deal comes after ransomware attacks at Colonial Pipeline and meat maker JBS. Drago saw year-on-
year growth of 100% in platform recurring revenue and success on the national security front, fuelled by its
unique Neighbourhood Keeper technology, a visibility solution that shares ICS threat intelligence across
industries and geographic regions. ‘You’ve seen a giant policy shift with the Biden administration to call out
the necessity of ICS,’ CEO Robert Lee noted.

UK manufacturers are feeling the cybersecurity heat
Since the start of the pandemic, the UK’s manufacturing has been severely tested by cybersecurity attacks.
The 2021 Cybersecurity Census Report found the average manufacturing company experienced 30
cyberattacks during 2020, with 85% expecting the figure to increase over the coming year. 30% of
manufacturers experienced disruption to trade through successful cyberattacks and 28% suffered disruption
to supply chains. The effect of the pandemic also resulted in businesses focusing their priorities across
different areas, with only 39% of senior IT leaders able to prioritise IT as their number one investment.

Serious gaps in cybersecurity provision exist. 60% of UK employees don’t understand the cybersecurity
implications of poor password hygiene. 86% of UK manufacturers want all businesses to have a level of
certified cybersecurity protection as a trading prerequisite.


